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A language K c X* is repetitive if for each positive integer n there exists a word 
w E X + such that w" is a subword of K. Language K is called strongly repetitive if 
there exists a word w ~ X +, such that, for each positive integer n, w n is a subword 
of K. It is shown that it is decidable whether an arbitrary DOL language is 
repetitive. It is also shown that if a DOL language is repetitive then it is strongly 
repetitive. 
INTRODUCTION 
The investigation of the combinatorial  structure of languages forms an 
important part of formal language theory. One of the most basic 
combinatorial structures of languages is the repetition of subwords (in words 
of a language). Roughly speaking, the investigation of repetitions of 
subwords can be divided into two (certainly not disjoint) directions. 
(1) The investigation of languages where repetitions of subwords (in 
the words of the language) are forbidden. This area was initiated by Thue 
IT] in 1906 and since then this area was a subject of active investigation in 
numerous areas of mathematics and in formal language theory (see, e.g., 
[BEM, C, MH, and S1]). 
(2) The investigation of languages where repetitions of subwords 
(must) occur. The most classical example here is the class of context-free 
languages where the celebrated "pumping lemma" forces arbitrary long 
repetitions to be present in an infinite context-free language. 
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Recently one notices a revival of interest in area (1) ("Thue problems") 
among formal language theorists (see, e.g., [B, H, K, $2]). In particular it 
was discovered that the theory of nonrepetitive sequences of Thue [T] is 
strongly related to the theory of DOL systems (see, e.g., [RS]). As a matter 
of fact it was pointed out in [B] that most (if not all) examples of the so- 
called square-free sequences constructed in the literature are either DOL 
sequences or their codings. Thus by now quite a lot is known about DOL 
languages (sequences) not containing repetitions of subwords (see also 
[ER3I). 
On the other hand very little is known on DOL languages containing 
repetitive structures. The pumping-like properties do not hold for DOL 
languages and "detecting" repetitiveness in a DOL language becomes a 
challenging problem. 
This paper is devoted to the study of repetitiveness in DOL languages. Let 
us first make the notion of repetitiveness (of subwords in a language) more 
precise. We say that a language K ~ Z'* is repetitive if for each n/> 1 there 
exists a word wC Z "+ such that w n is a subword of K. We say that K is 
strongly repetitive if there exists a word w E S + such that w n is a subword of 
a word of K for each n/> 1. It is easily seen that there exist repetitive 
languages that are not strongly repetitive, while on the other hand each 
strongly repetitive languages is obviously repetitive. By the pumping lemma 
infinite context-free languages are strongly repetitive. 
We demonstrate hat 
(1) a DOL language is repetitive if and only if it is strongly repetitive 
and 
(2) it is decidable whether or not an arbitrary DOL system generates 
a repetitive language. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic theory of DOL 
systems (see, e.g., [RS]). We will use the standard notation and terminology 
concerning DOL systems (as used in [RS]). 
Perhaps recalling the following notational matters will make the reading of 
this paper easier. 
N denotes the set of nonnegative integers and N + denotes the set of 
positive integers. For a set A, #A denotes its cardinality. A denotes the 
empty word. For a nonempty word w, first(w) denotes its first letter and 
last(w) denotes its last letter; for n C N, prefn(w) denotes the prefix of w of 
length n and subn(w ) denotes the set of subwords (segments) of w of length 
n. Then sub(w) denotes the set of all subwords of w and for a language K, 
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sub(K) = U~K sub(x). For a DOL system G = (22, h, co), E(G) denotes its 
sequence, L(G) its language and max r(G)=max{iz l :h(a)=z for some 
a C S}. A letter a ~ S is called alive if h'(a)4=A for all n C N+. We will 
use T(G) to denote the (infinite) derivation tree corresponding to E(G). For a 
node x in T(G), lb(x) denotes its label, anc(x) its direct ancestor and anc2(x) 
the direct ancestor of anc(x). Let E(G)= COo, col . . . . .  For a node x on the 
level r ~> 0 of T(G) (counted top-down) and (an occurrence of) a subword z 
of cos where s >/r  we use contrz(x) to denote the contribution of x to z; 
similarly if u is (an occurrence of) a subword in % then we use contr,(u) to 
denote the contribution of u to z. 
In order not to overburden the (already involved) notation: 
(1) we will often not distinguish notationally between a (sub)word and 
its occurrence, and 
(2) we will often not distinguish in our notation between odes and 
their labels; 
as the precise meaning should be clear from the context, these conventions 
should not lead to a confusion. 
We will recall now two useful notions concerning DOL systems. Let 
G = (22, h, co) be a DOL system. 
A letter a C S has rank 0 (in G) (see, e.g., [ER2]) i fL (Ga)  is finite, where 
G o = (22, h, a). Let for i ~> 1, S(i ) = 22 - {a ~ 22: a is of rank smaller than i} 
and let f(i) be the homomorphism of 22* defined by: f~i)(a)= a for a ~ S~i )
and f( i)(a)=A for a ~ 22-  22(i). Then let h(i ~ be the homomorphism of 22~) 
defined by h(i)(a ) =fu)(h(a)). If a letter a E 22(i) is such that the language of 
the DOL system (22(i), h(i), a) is finite then a has rank i (in G). For i >/0, we 
use 22~ to denote the set of all letters from 22 of rank i. 
Let G=(22,  h, co) and G=(X,h ,  c0) be DOL systems. G is called a 
simplification of G if #~f< #22 and there exist homomomorphisms 
f:  £'* --* S*.  g: S*  --, 22* such that h = gf,/~ =fg, and cO =f(co).  I f  G does not 
have a simplification if is called elementary. It is known [ER1] that if G is 
elementary then h is injective. If G 0, G1,..., Gn, n/>0,  is the sequence of 
DOL systems such that G O = G, G i is a simplification of G i_l for 1 ~< i ~< n 
and G, is elementary, then G~ is called an elementary version of G. 
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS 
In this section we define some basic notions (and some basic results 
concerning them) to be investigated in this paper. These include the main 
notion of (strong) repetitiveness of a language as well as several more 
technical notions which will be useful for proving the main results of this 
paper. 
643/59/1-3-2 
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DEFINITION. Let K be a language, K c27" .  
(1) K is repetitive if for each n E N + there exists a word w @ 27 + such 
that w n C sub(K). 
(2) K is strongly repetitive if there exists a word w E 27+ such that 
w n E sub(K) for each n C IN + 
Obviously, if K is strongly repetitive then K is repetitive, but there exist 
repetitive languages, that are not strongly repetitive. Consider, e.g., the 
language K 0 _~ {a, b, c, d} + defined by 
K 0 = {(wd)n:n E IN+, w E {a, b, c} +, l wl = n and for no 
x, yC  {a,b, c t * , zE  {a,b,e}+,w=xzzy}.  
Clearly K 0 is repetitive but not strongly repetitive language (notice that K is 
a context-sensitive language). 
DEFINITION. A DOL system G is called (strongly) repetitive if L(G) is 
(strongly) repetitive. 
The following special subclass of DOL systems will be useful in the 
considerations of the next section. 
DEFINITION. A DOL system G = (Z, h, co) is pushy if sub(L(G)) N Z*  is 
infinite; otherwise G is not pushy. 
If a DOL system G is not pushy then q(G) denotes max{[w[: 
w C sub(L(G)) ~ 27* }. 
LEMMA 2.1. (1) It is decidable whether or not an arbitrary DOL 
system is pushy. 
(2) I f  a DOL system G = (Z, h, co) is not pushy then 27 i = (J for all 
i>0 .  
(3) I f  a DOE system G is not pushy then q(G) is effectively 
computable. 
Proof. (1) Let G = (27, h, co) be a DOL system. We say that G satisfies 
the edge condition if the following holds: 
there exists xEZ,  kEN + , w~27",  and u@Z + such that alph(u) 
contains an alive letter and either hk(x)= wxu or h~(x)= uxw. 
We observe that G is pushy if and only if G satisfies the edge condition. 
This is seen as follows. Obviously, if G satisfies the edge condition then G is 
pushy. 
Assume now that G is pushy. Then sub(L(G)) contains arbitrary long 
words over Z o. Consider now a word z E 27+ ~ sub(L(G)), it appears as a 
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subword of co T for some r C N +, where E(G) = co o, col ,.... Thus we have the 
situation depicted in Fig. 1, where l z is the first to the left of z occurrence of 
a letter not in 22o and r z is the first to the right of z occurrence of a letter not 
in 22 0. Clearly z can be chosen so that at least one of lz, rz must exist as 
otherwise L(G) would be finite and so G could not be pushy. Assume that 
both l~ and r~ exist; if only one of them exist, the reasoning is even simpler. 
Then Pl(Pr) is the path leading from a node in co o to lz(rz). 
Since z can be chosen arbitrarily long (at least) one of the following 
conditions must hold. 
(i) Pl contains different nodes n 1, n 2 such that lb (n l )= lb(n2), and 
both contru(nl) and contru(n2) contain (an occurrence of) an alive letter; 
(ii) Pr contains different nodes mi, m 2 such that lb (ml )= lb(m2) and 
both contr,(ml) and contru(m2) contain (an occurrence of) an alive letter. 
Then it is easily seen that G must satisfy the edge condition. 
Now (1) follows from an easy observation that the edge condition is 
decidable (it is well known that it is decidable whether an arbitrary letter is 
in 22 0 and whether an arbitrary letter is alive). 
(2) This follows directly from the definition of a letter with rank i > 0. 
(3) Assume that G = (Z', h, co) is not pushy, then q(G) exists. Clearly 
q(a) = min{n ~ N+ : 220 * ~ subn+l(L(G)) = O}. 
Thus to find q(G) it suffices to construct in succession sets 22* ~ subi(L(G)), 
i = 1, 2,..., until one of these sets becomes empty- - i f  this happens for the 
index i 0 then q(G) = i 0 -- 1. The existence of q(G) guarantees the termination 
of this algorithm. II 
Our next notion is the fundamental technical notion of this paper. 
]z \ 
z Z \ 
/ \ 
/ \ 
! \ 
/ \ 
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DEFINITION. A DOL system G = (22, h, o~) is called special, abbreviated 
a SDOL system, if it satisfies the following conditions. 
(0) G is reduced. 
(1) G is sliced meaning that 
(1.1) for each a C Z', and each n ~ N +, alph(h~(a)) = alph(h(a)), 
(1.2) for each aEZ,  the length sequence {Ihn(a)l}~>~o is either 
strictly increasing or constant and 
(1.3) o)~X. 
(2) G is strongly growing meaning that 
(2.1) G is propagating and 
(2.2) no letter in G has a rank (including the zero rank). 
(3) G is elementary. 
The next few results bind the notion of repetitiveness with several 
subclasses of DOL systems as well as they indicate how this notion carries 
over through some operations on languages and DOL systems. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let G be a DOL system. 
(1) I f  G is pushy then G is strongly repetitive. 
(2) I f  G is JTnite then G is not repetitive. 
Proof (1) This follows easily from the observation made in the proof 
of Lemma 2.1 that the edge condition is equivalent to the pushy property. 
(2) Obvious. II 
DEFINITION. Let K be a language and let (K  1 ,..., Kn), n >/ 1, be a n-tuple 
of languages. Then K < (K 1,..., Kn) if K c K1K 2 ... Kn and K i ~ sub(K) for 
each 1 ~i<~n. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let K, K 1 . . . . .  Kn, n >~ 1, be languages. 
(1) Let K= U7=1 Kr  Then K is (strongly) repetitive if and only if 
there exists a 1 <. i ~ n such that K i is (strongly) repetitive. 
(2) Let K < (K1 ,..., Kn). Then K is (strongly) repetitive if and only if 
there exists a 1 <~ i <. n such that K i is (strongly) repetitive. 
Proof. Obvious. II 
LEMMA 2.4. Let G be a DOL system and let G' be its simplification. 
Then G is (strongly) repetitive if and only if G' is (strongly repetitive). 
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Proof. Follows immediately form the fact that one can homomorphically 
"translate" from G to G' and from G' to G. II 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
In this section we state two main results of this paper and indicate the 
strategy of their proofs. 
The following two results are the main results of this paper. 
THEOREM 1. It is decidable whether or not an arbitrary DOL system G 
is repetitive. 
THEOREM 2. Every repetitive DOL system is strongly repetitive. 
In order to prove these results we will prove the following two (more 
technical) theorems. They allow us to concentrate on SDOL systems (rather 
than consider arbitrary DOL systems). 
THEOREM 3. (1) It is decidable whether or not an arbitrary DOL 
system is repetitive if and only if it is decidable whether or not an arbitrary 
SDOL system is repetitive. 
(2) I f  every repetitive SDOL system is strongly repetitive, then every 
repetitive DOL system is strongly repetitive. 
THEOREM 4. (1) It is decidable whether or not an arbitrary SDOL 
system is repetitive. 
(2) Every repetitive SDOL system is strongly repetitive. 
Clearly Theorems 3 and 4 together imply Theorems 1 and 2. Thus the rest 
of this paper is devoted to proofs of Theorems 3 and 4. 
In the next section we prove Theorem 3. In Section 5 we consider closed 
and strongly closed subalphabets of the alphabet of a SDOL system. 
Considerations of this section form important echnical tools for Section 6 
where Theorem 4 is proved. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
In this section Theorem 3 is proved. 
THEOREM 3. (i) /t is deeidable whether or not an arbitrary DOL system 
is repetitive if and only if it is decidable whether or not an arbitrary SDOL 
system is repetitive. 
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(ii) I f  every repetitive SDOL system is strongly repetitive then every 
repetitive DOL system is strongly repetitive. 
Proof. (i) Clearly it suffices to prove the if part of the statement only. 
To this aim we proceed as follows. 
Let G = (22, h, co) be an arbitrary DOL system. 
First we decide whether or not G is finite (it is well known that finiteness 
is decidable for DOL systems). I f  G is finite then (see Lemma 2.2(2)) G is 
not repetitive and we are done. If G is infinite then (see Lemma 2.1(1)) we 
decide whether or not G is pushy. If  it is, then (by Lemma 2.2(1)) G is 
strongly repetitive and we are done. 
Thus let us assume that G is not pushy. 
Let G c be the "coded version of G" defined as follows. G ~ = (L "c, h ~, 09c) 
where 
X ~ = {(a,x, f l ) :xE  2 J -S  o, a, f l~X*  and lat, lfll ~< q(G)}, 
09~ = (a , ,y , ,  a~)(a2, y2, a,) ..- (at/_ 1,y,_1,  at/) 
where 09 = a lY la2y  2 . . .  an_lYt/_lan, 
Yi E Z -- Z 0 and aj ~ S*o for 1 ~< i ~< n -- 1 and 1 ~<j ~< n, 
for (a, x,/~) E X ~, 
h C((a, x, fl)) - -  (h(a)  a l ,  Yl ,  a2)(c~2, Y2, ~3) "'" (c~t/_l, Yt/-1, at/h(f l))  
where 
h(x) = al y l a2 y 2 ... an_ l yt/_ l a . , 
Yi C ~, - -  ,S  O and aj E 22" for l ~< i ~< n - 1 and 1 ~<j ~< n. 
By Lemma 2.1 G c is effectively constructible. 
CLAIM 4.1. (1) G c is (strongly) repetitive i f  and only i f  G is (strongly) 
repetitive. 
(2) G c is strongly growing. 
Proof of  Claim 4.1. (1) This follows directly from the following 
obvious observation. I f  E(G)= 09 0, o9 1 .... and E(G ~) = 09g, 09~,..., then, for 
every m >/0, 
09m---- a lY l  "'" an-lYn-lan 
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if and only if 
com=c (a l ,y l ,a2) (a2 ,y2 ,  a3) ... (a, 1, y , ,a , )  
wherey iCS-S  0andaJCS0* for l~<i~<n-1  and l~<j~<n. 
(2) Since G is not pushy, no letter outside S 0 has a rank. Conse- 
quently no letter in G c has a rank and so G c is strongly growing. II 
CLAIM 4.2. There exists an algorithm which given a strongly growing 
DOL system H produces a finite set H 1 .... , H t, t >~ 1, of  DOL systems uch 
that 
(1) H is (strongly) repetitive if  and only i f  H i is (strongly) repetitive 
for  some l <~ i <~ t, 
(2) H i is speeial for  each I <~ i <~ t. 
Proof of  Claim 4.2. Consider the algorithm A defined by the diagram of 
Fig. 2, where inputs are strongly growing DOL systems and the operations 
are defined as follows. 
SLICE 
Let H= (O,g,p)  be a strongly growing DOL system. It is well known 
that, for each a C O, 
alph(g(a)), alph(g~(a)), alph(g3(a)) ..... 
is an ultimately periodic sequence; let Pa be a fixed positive integer which is 
a multiplicity of a period of this sequence and is bigger than a threshold of 
this sequence. 
Let, for each a E O, ra be a positive integer such that the sequence I gra(a)l, 
I g2r°(a)l,..., is a strictly growing sequence of positive integers; it is well 
known that such an r a exists. 
Let s be the least common multiple of all the integers p~, r~. Then 
SLICE(H) = {H0, H~ .... , Hs_ 1 }, where H i = (O, g', g;(p)) for 0 ~< i ~ s -- 1. 
SPLIT 
Let H be a set of (strongly growing) DOL systems. Then SPLIT(H)= 
~),~n SPLIT (H), where for H -- (O, g, p). SPLIT (g) = {H1 ..... HIok} with 
H~ = (O, g, ai) for each 1 <~ i ~< IPl, where a i is the i 'th letter of p. 
REMOVE UNACCESSIBLE (RU) 
Let H be a set of (strongly growing) DOL systems. Then RU(H)= 
UH~H RU(H), where for H= (O,g,p),  RU(H)= (O,g,p), where O= (._)~ i=0 
alph(gi(p)) and ~ equals g restricted to O*. 
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INPUT 
I SLICE 
SPLIT 
REMOVE 
UNACCESSIBLE 
ULTIMATELY 
SIMPLIFY 
I SPLIT 
OUTPUT 
FIGURE 2 
ULTIMATELY SIMPLIFY (US) 
Let H be a set of (strongly growing) DOL systems. Then US(H)= 
(.-)u~n US(H), where US(H) is an elementary version of H. 
It is easily seen that when A is given a strongly growing DOL system H, 
it produces a finite set H a,..., H t, t >/1, of DOL systems which are special. 
Hence (2) of the statement of the claim holds. Then part (1) of the statement 
follows directly from Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4. 
Now we complete the proof of Theorem 3(i) as follows. 
Let us consider the algorithm R given by the diagram of Fig. 3. 
Clearly, if it is decidable whether or not an arbitrary SDOL system is 
repetitive, then (from Claims 4.1 and 4.2 it follows that) the algorithm R 
decides whether or not an arbitrary DOL system is repetitive. 
Hence (i) holds. 
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FIGURE 3 
(ii) To prove (ii) let us assume that every repetitive SDOL system is 
strongly repetitive. Let us analyze the algorithm R and in particular the 
cases when it decides that a DOL system in question is repetitive. There are 
two such cases. 
(1) The answer "repetitive" given on the exit YES from the test "Is G 
pushy?" In this case, by Lemma 2.2(1), G is also strongly repetitive. 
(2) The answer "repetitive" given on the exit YES from the test "Is 
one of G~ repetitive?" In this case we know that (at least) one of the 
"component systems" G],..., G~ is repetitive; since all these systems are 
special, our assumption implies that (at least) one of the systems G~ ..... G~ is 
strongly repetitive. Then, by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, G is strongly repetitive. 
Hence, whenever G is repetitive it is also strongly repetitive and (ii) holds. 
Consequently Theorem 1 holds. I 
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5. CLOSED AND STRONGLY CLOSED SUBSETS OF 27 
In this section we define and investigate closed and strongly closed subsets 
of (the alphabet of) a DOL system. The results of this section form an 
important ool in proving Theorem 4 in the next section. 
Let G = (S, h, S) be a DOL system and let O be a nonempty subset of L'. 
We say that O is closed (with respect o G) if h(a) E O* for each a E O and 
we say that O is strongly closed (with respect to G) if alpb(h(a)) = O for 
each a E O. Note that if O is strongly closed then it is also closed. 
Let wE sub(L(G)), let O cZ"  and let u E O +. We say that u is a O-block 
(of w) if w = aaubfl, where a, b E S - O. A O-block u is maximal in w if no 
other O-block in w is longer than u; then Bo(w ) denotes the number of 
different maximal O-blocks in w (e.g., if w = a3caZcZaZcac nd O = {a} then 
Bo(w ) = 2). 
Now let G = (27, h, o9) be an arbitrary (but fixed) special DOL system 
with E(G)= og0,co 1.... and let m = max r(G). We will investigate several 
useful properties of closed and strongly closed subsets of 27. 
LEMMA 5.5. Bo(w ) ~ ~;~27m 4 for each closed subset 0 of ,Y, and each 
w E sub(L(G)). 
Proof. Let O be a closed subset of S and let w C sub(L(G)). If 
Bo(w ) 4:0 then w contains a O-block; let us consider a maximal O-block u 
in w, assume that w=w~aubw 2 where a, bC27-O and consider the 
depicted occurrences of u, a and b (these occurrences of a and b are referred 
to as the left and the right border of the given occurrence of u, respectively). 
Since w C sub(L(G)), there exists a r E N + such that w is on the rth level of 
T(G)(w E sub(ogr)). The situation can be illustrated as follows (see Fig. 4), 
CO O 
1",, ro 
/ / f i r s t  (w)  las t  (w)  \ \ 
/ \ 
FIGURE 4 
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where X is the first (bottom-up) common ancestor node of first(w) and 
last(w) while p(u) is the first (bottom-up) common ancestor node of the left 
and the right border of u(p(u) is called the real ancestor of u; the (sub)tree 
rooted at X and ending at the rth level (of T(G)) is denoted T w, the (sub)tree 
rooted at p(u) and ending at the rth level is denoted 7, .  The leftmost 
(rightmost) path in a tree leading from its root to a leaf is referred to as its 
leftmost (rightmost) boundary; both paths together contitute the boundary of 
the tree. 
Let us consider T, separately (see Fig. 5), where h(lb(p(u)))= 
lb(dl) ... lb(dlh(ib(p(u)))l), dk falls on the left boundary of Tu and d l falls on 
the right boundary of T, where 1 ~ k < l <~ [h(lb(p(u)))[. 
We define the type of u, denoted as type(u) to be the triple (lb(p(u)), k, I). 
CLAIM 5.3. Either p(u) or anc(p(u)) or anc2(p(u)) lie on the boundary 
of T,,. 
Proof of Claim 5.3. Assume that p(u) does not lie on the boundary of 
T w. We show that then either anc(p(u)) or anc2(p(u)) lie on the boundary of 
T w. This is proved by contradiction as follows. 
Assume that neither anc(p(u)) nor anc2(p(u)) lie on the boundary of 
tw--that is they are both nodes within Tw but outside of T u. Since G is 
special, (the label of) anc2(p(u)) derives an occurrence of p(u) in one step 
and consequently co r_ 1 contains an occurrence of aub that will contribute to 
the (given occurrence of ) subword w a O-block longer than u (remember 
that G is special and O is closed); a contradiction because u is a maximal O- 
block in w. 
Hence Claim 5.3 holds. II T(u): © anc2(p(u)) 
anc(p(u)) 
a~r ~~b 
EIGURE 5 
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CLAIM 5.4. For each s < r the number of real ancestors of maximal O- 
blocks from w on level s is bounded by 2m 2. 
Proof of Claim 5.4. This follows directly from Claim 5.3. II 
CLAIM 5.5. I f  U and u' are maximal blocks of w such that type(u)= 
type(u') then both p(u) and p(u') are on the same level of T(G). 
Proof of Claim 5.5. Assume to the contrary that p(u) is on the level cos1 
and p(u ' )  is on the level cos2 for some s 1 va s 2 (say s I < s2). 
Let a and b be the left and the right border of u in w and let a ' ,  b' be the 
left and the right border of u' in w. Let a 0 = a, a 1 be the ancestor of a,..., and 
a i be the ancestor of ai_ 1 for 1 ~< i~ (s I - r); analogously let b I , b 2 ..... bsl_ r 
be the line of direct ancestors tarting with the direct ancestor b I of b 0 = b. 
Hence we have the situation depicted in Fig. 6 and an analogous ituation 
for u'. We observe that the position of a i 1 among the direct descendant 
nodes of ai and the position of b i_ 1 among the direct descendant nodes of bi, 
1 ~<i~< (s l - r ) -  1, are uniquely determined by type(p(u)). (Since O is 
closed, ai_ ~ is the rightmost direct descendant x of a i such that h(x)q~ O + 
and b~_ 1 is the leftmost direct descendant x of b~ such that h(x) q~ 0 + while 
positions of a(s~_r)_ 1 and b(sa_r)_ 1 in h(p(u)) are determined by the type of 
p(u)). An analogous observation holds for the subtree rooted at p(u') and 
ending at a'u'b'. 
This implies that if s~ 4:s2 (say s 1 < s2) then I", is isomorphic to a strict 
subtree of 7",, rooted at the root of 7",, and consequently (because G is 
special and O is closed) lu't > l ul which contradicts the fact that both u and 
u' are maximal O-blocks in w. II 
Now we complete the proof of Lemma 5.5 as follows. 
By Claim 5.5 the number of maximal O-blocks in w is bounded by the 
a(sl_r) =P( u)= b(sl_r) 
" ,/L,, 
alSl-r sl-r) 1 
/ \ / \ 
a.a.  2 bo=b 
FIGURE 6 
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product of the number of different types of maximal O-blocks in w by the 
number of real ancestors of maximal O-blocks on one level of T(G). Conse- 
quently, by Claim 5.4 the number of maximal O-blocks in w is not bigger 
than (#2;.  (~')).  2m z <~ #/Sm 4. Thus Lemma 5.5 holds. II 
Now we move to investigate strongly closed subsets of X. We start by 
noting the following property. 
LEMMA 5.6. Let 0 be a strongly closed subset of X. For every n ~ ~ + 
and every a, b ~ O, ]h"(b)l ~ m.  [h"(a)l. 
Proof Since O is strongly closed, b Ealph(h(a)) and so [h"+l(a)[>~ 
[h"(b)[ for each n C N +. But m [hn(a)l >1 [h"+l(a)l and so m [h"(a)l >/[h"(b)[ 
which proves the lemma. II 
The relevance of strongly closed subsets of X to the investigation of 
repetitive properties of G stems from the following result. 
LEMMA 5.7. I f  n > #Xm 4 + 4 then for each w ~ A holds: if 
w n E sub(L(G)) then alph(w) is strongly closed. 
Proof Let n > 2m 2 + 4, w 4-A and let w n ~ sub(L(G)): Hence for some 
r > 1, w" is a subword of co r. Thus we have the situation depicted in Fig. 7. 
Consider now the [n/2j th occurrence of w in (the depicted occurrence of) 
w ". Let a be an arbitrary element of alph(w) and consider an arbitrary 
occurrence of a in the given occurrence of w (in wn). Let x = anc2(a) (see 
Fig. 8). 
Since n > #Xm 4 + 4, all second generation descendants of x lie within (the 
given occurrence of) w ". On the other hand, a ~ alph(h2(x)) implies that 
T(G 
% / ~ \ 
i L J \ 
/ /  w n \ 
\ \  / 
/ /  \ \  
F IGURE 7 
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X=srlc2 (i/~ 
w w w w 
1 2 [~J 
FIGURE 8 
(because G is special) a E alph(h(x)) and so by the above alph(h(a))c_ 
alph(w). Thus alph(w) is closed. 
Assume now that alph(w) is not strongly closed. Thus alph(w) contains a 
letter, say b, such that alph(h(b))4= alph(w); let alph(h(b))= 6). This means 
that alph(h(w)) contains a letter not in 6} and consequently h(w n) contains at 
least n -2=#Zm4+2 maximal 6}-blocks. This however contradicts 
Lemma 5.5 and so alph(w) must be strongly closed. II 
We define now a concept important for our further considerations. 
Let z E L(G), 0 be a strongly closed subset of S and let u C sub(z)(h 6} +. 
Thus we have the situation in Fig. 9, where X is the first (bottom-up) 
common ancestor of first(u) and last(u); T, is a subtree of T(G) rooted at X 
with u being its frontier. 
The cover of u, denoted cov(u), is the subgraph of T, spanned on all nodes 
of T, the contribution of which to ~o r is totally included in u (this includes 
also nodes from u). The surface of cov(u), denoted sur(u), consists of all 
nodes of cov(u) such that their direct ancestor in T(G) is not in cov(u). Let 
s < r be the smallest integer such that some nodes of coy(u) are on the level 
s of T(G). All nodes from cov(u) on the level s form the level 0 of cov(u)-- 
their set is denoted by cov0(u); all nodes from coy(u) which are on level 
, ¢ u i ' 
/ f i r s t (u )  las t (u )  \ / \ 
/ \ 
/ \ 
FIGURE 9 
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s + 1 of T(G) form level 1 of cov(u)--their  set is denoted by COVI(U), and so 
on up to i = (s - r), where (s - r) is called the height of cov(u) and denoted 
by ht(u). 
LEMMA 5.8. The number of surface nodes on each level of cov(u) is 
bounded by 2m 2. 
Proof. First we note that for each node x in sur(u) either x or anc(x) or 
anc2(x) is on the boundary of T,.  This is seen as follows. Assume that x is 
not on a boundary of T~. Now if neither anc(x) nor anc2(x) are on the 
boundary of T, then ancZ(x) is within T, and its contribution to w~ lies 
within u. Hence anc(x) is in cov(u) and so x is not in sur(u); a contradiction. 
But if each node x in sur(u) is such that either x or anc(x) or anc2(x) is on 
the boundary of T, ,  then the number of surface nodes on each level of 
cov(u) is bounded by 2m 2 (no more than m 2 nodes coming from left 
boundary and no more than m 2 nodes coming from the right boundary). II 
LEMMA 5.9. For each node b of covo(u ), 
]contG(b)] 1 > 
lu] 4m 3 • 
Proof We begin the proof with 
CLAIM 5.6. For every node b E cov0(u ), every positive integer 
k ~ {0 ..... ht(u)} and every node a ~ cork(u), 
m I contr,(b)[ 
I contru(a)] ~< 2k 
Proof of Claim 5.6. Since G is special, for all positive integers r, s with 
s ~ r we have (remember that we identify nodes with their labels whenever it 
does not lead to a confus ion) Ihr(a) l /2  s ) Ihr-~(a)l. Thus, by Lemma 5.6, 
m Ihr(b)l/2s>~ [hr-S(a)l and so for r = ht(u) and s = k we get 
m ] contru(b)] | 
] contru(a)l ~< 2 k 
Clearly u can be expressed as the catenation (in proper order) of 
contributions to u from all letters from sur(u). Thus l ul = y~t~,) 1 Ci ' where 
C i is the joint length of contributions of all the letters from sur(u) ~ covi(u ). 
Assume now that b is a node in cov0(u ). Hence, by Claim 5.6 and Lemma 
5.8, for each 1 ~< i ~< ht(u) - 1 C~ ~< 2m 3 Icontru(b)I/2 i and so 
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ht(u) I 2m 3 ]contr,,(b)] 
lu l l< Y' 2' • : 
i=O 
± 
< 2-  m 3 • Icontr~(b)l --@ 2i 
i=0  
: 3 < 4~. :::, • contru(b) .  
Thus Icontru(b)l/[u I > 1/4m 3 and the lemma holds. II 
LEMMA 5.10. Let 0 <~ l <. ht(u) - 1 and let a C covl(u ). Then 
I contr , (a)t  1 > - -  
lul 4m4+1 " 
Proof. Let c C S.  Then obviously,  for each r, s ) 1 such that r /> s, 
fhr(c)l <~ m r- ,  . IhS(c)l. 
Thus if we take b C cov0(u) and set r = ht(u), I = r - s we get 
Ihht(U)(b)l ~< m 1 • ]hht¢~)-t(b)l 
and so by Lemma 5.6 we get 
I contru(b)[ ~< m ~+ 1[ contru(a)l ' 
Consequent ly  by Lemma 5.9 we get 
] contru(a)l 1 
> _ _  II 
lur 4 rn4+l " 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 
In this section we provide a proof  of  Theorem 4. We start by introducing 
the fol lowing useful notion. 
Let O be a strongly closed subset of S ;  we assume some fixed order of 
elements of O. Let 7r be a cycl ic permutat ion of O. We say that h is (O, ~)- 
cyclic if the fol lowing two condit ions are satisfied: 
(1) for each xEO,  if h(x)=x l . . . x  m, where x l , . . . ,Xm~O,  then 
xi + 1 = ~(xi) for each i -G< i ~ m --  1, 
(2) for each x, y E O, if rr(x) = y then n( last(h(x)) )  = f i rst(h(y)) .  
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LEMMA 6.11. I f  h is (O, ~r)-cyclic, then for  every x ~ 6) and every 
n C ~ + there exists a w ~ 6)+ such that [w I = #O and w ~ ~ sub(h~(x)). 
Proof  Assume that a word u is of the form u = arc(a).., rct(a) for some 
a~ 6) and t/~0. Then h(u)=brc(b) . . .  7~t'(b), where ( t '+  1)~> ( t+ 1) 
max{2, #O}. 
This observation follows directly from the definition of a (O, ~)-cyclic 
homomorphism (and the fact that h is strictly growing). 
Then the lemma follows from this observation: for each x C O and 
n C ~ + it suffices to take w = pref#e(h"(x)). |
LEMMA 6.12. There exists a p E ~ + such that, for each w 4= A and each 
n ~p,  if wnC sub(L(G)), then alph(w) is strongly closed and there exists a 
permutation rcof alph(w) such that h is (alph(w), rc)-cyclic. 
Proof Let p = 12 • #Xm 8. Since p > #~Wm4 + 4, Lemma 5.7 implies that 
if w 4:A, n >~p and w" C sub(L(G)) then alph(w) is strongly closed. 
So let n>/p and let wvaA be such that v=wnCsub(L (G) ) .  Let 
O = alph(w)--we know that 6) is strongly closed. Thus we have the situation 
in Fig. 10. 
Let q = ht(v). Clearly we can assume that cov(v) has at least five levels. 
CLAIM 6.7. (1) For each a ~ cov4(v ), [contr~(a)l ~> 3 Iw[, 
(2) for  each a C covs(v ), Icontr~(a)l ~/3m [w I. 
o3 r
/ \ 
/I w n \\ 
/ \ 
i \ 
FIGURE 10 
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Proof of Claim 6.7. (1) 
Hence 
Let a C COV4(U ), By Lemma 5.10, 
I contrv(a)l 1 
Iv I > 4m 8. 
nlwl 
Icontr~(a)l > 4m---T 
and since n/> p 
#S 12 I wl m 8 
[ contr,(a)[ i> 4m 8 = #£'  31 wl >/3 I wl. 
(2) Analogously for a E cov3(v ) we get 
Icontrv(a)[~#s3mlwl>~ 3mlw]. | 
Let p E cov0(v ) and let 73 be the (occurrence of) the subword contributed 
by p to cov3(v ) and let 74 be the (occurrence of) subword contributed by p to 
cov4(v ). Since O is strongly closed and G is special, each letter of 73 occurs 
at least 3 times in 73 and each letter of 74 occurs at least 3 (even 4) times in 
74. 
We will consider now 73 and 74. Let x be an arbitrary letter of 73 and let y 
be an arbitrary letter of 74. Then we will consider arbitrary three consecutive 
occurrences of x in 73 and arbitrary three consecutive occurrences of y in 74 ; 
let then 73 . . . .  xalxazx ..., and ~24 . . . .  Y~lYflzY "", where the depicted 
occurrences of x and y are the considered occurrences (x ~ alph(a~a2) and 
y ~ alph(fl~fl2)). 
CLAIM 6.8. a l=a2 andfll =f12. 
Proof of Claim 6.8. We will prove that flj = f12 ; the proof of equality 
a~ = a2 is analogous. 
By Claim 6.7, contrv(y ) = w 1 wlw2 for some l >/ 1, a proper suffix wl of w 
and a proper prefix w2 of w. 
We have four possible cases to consider. 
(1) contr,(ill) = contr,(B2)=A. 
This can happen only if fix = f12 = A- - then indeed fll = f12. 
(2) cont r J f l l )=A and contr(flz)=r~lwTr~2 for some [/> 1, a proper 
suffix ~ of w and a proper prefix v~ 2 of w. Then 
c°ntrv(Yfll Yfl2 Y) = Wl wlw2 wl wlwz Wl wTff~2 wl wlw2 = c~. 
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Consequently w2w 1 = Wa W21'~ 1 = W and v?2w 1 = w and so w I = wl and 
w2 = v?2. Thus 6 = w 1 w3l+r+3w2 = hq-4(yy/?2y). On the other hand 
h q 4(yf12 YY) = W 1 wlw2 W 1 W-[W2 W 1 WlW2 W 1 wlw2 
W 1 W31+T+3w2 _~_ ~. 
Thus hq-4(.p/?2 y.p) = hq-g(yyfl2 y), where Yfl2 YY ~ YYfl2 Y. Since h is injective, 
this is a contradiction and consequently case (2) is impossible. 
(3) contr,(ill) = wl wrw2 for some {~> 1, a proper suffix ~ of w and a 
proper prefix w2 of w and contr~(fl2) = A. This case is analogous to case (2). 
(4) contr,(ill ) = WtlWl'w; and contr(fl2)= I'~IWTI~2 for some I', {>/ 1, 
proper suffixes w~, r?~ of w and proper prefixes w~, wz of w. Then 
contrv(Y/?1Yfl2 Y) = wl wtw2 w'l wl'w~ w, wlw21~ 1WTI~2 W 1 wlw2 = (~. 
W 2w~=w;w~=w 2v? I=w2w~=w.  Hence w'~=#~ and Consequently 
w~ = ~32 . Thus 
~) = W1W3T+I'+4W2 = h q 4(y~lY /?2y  ). 
On the other hand 
hq-4(Y/?2 Yfll Y) = Wl w3/+T+ l'+4w2 = hq-4(y/? l  Y~2 Y). 
I f /?l  #/?2 then Y/?2Y/?~Y~Y/?IY/?2Y and, because h is element~iry, we get a 
contradiction. Thus fl~ =/?2. 
Now Claim 6.8 follows from cases (1)-(4). II 
CLAIM 6.9. Let x ,y  ~ 0 and let Y3 = aoXa lX  "" am-IXam and 
74=f loY f l lY ' " f i r - l Y f l r ,  where m, r>/3 ,  xq~alph(a 0. . .am)  and yf5 
alph(fl0 "'" fir). Then al = a2 . . . . .  am-1 and fll =flz . . . . .  fir-1 and 
moreover if  either a I = A or/71 = A then #0 = 1. 
Proof of  Claim 6.9. The first Part of the conclusion follows directly by 
Claim 6.8. The second part follows from the fact that O is strongly closed 
and so all occurrences of x in Y3 (all occurrences of y in Y4) are consecutive 
only if #O = 1. II 
If #O = 1 then clearly h is (O, ido)-cyclic, where id o is the identity 
mapping of O. 
Thus we will assume that #O > 1. 
CLAIM 6.10. There exist a permutation ~z 3 of  0 and a permutation ~h of  
0 such that 73 = azr3(a) ~z2(a) "' '  ~(a)  and 74 = bTh(b) ~2(b) "'" ~rs4(b) for  
some s >1 r > 1 and a, b C O. 
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Proof of Claim 6.10. We will prove that 73 is of the form 
a~3(a ) ... Try(a); the proof for 74 can be done analogously. 
Let x ,y  C O. First we note that there can be at most one occurrence of y 
between any two consecutive occurrences of x in 73. This follows directly 
from Claim 6.9, because otherwise there would be no occurrence of x 
between these (and hence any) two occurrences of y in 73 which contradicts 
the fact that O is strongly closed (and 73 is an image by h of a word in O +). 
Similarly, Claim 6.9 implies that there is at least one occurrence of y 
between any two consecutive occurrences of x in 73. Consequently, there is 
precisely one occurrence of y between any two consecutive occurrences of x 
in Y3. 
Now let Y3 = el "'" ct for some t/> 3, e 1,..., e t ~ O and let #O = n. Then we 
have 73=Clez. . .Cne~ 3 for some f3~O +, where C1,C2, . . . ,C  n are  all 
(occurrences of) different letters. If we set el = a and n 3 to be determined by 
n3(ei)=ei+ 1 for 1 ~i<~n-  1 and 7c3(cn) =e  1 then the claim holds. To see 
this we will show that ~3(cj) -- ej+l for 1 ~<j ~< t -  1. This is certainly true 
for 1 ~<j~< n. Take j  > n and consider the subword cj_,+ 2 ... ej_lcjej+ 1 of Y3 
(where n3(ej_,+2)=ej_,+3,. . . ,~3(ej_l)  = ej). Clearly none of the letters 
ej_,+2,..., ej .  1, ej equals cj+ 1 (as otherwise in a subword of the length n - 1 
the letter cj+ 1 would repeat and consequently between two occurrences of 
ej.+x we would miss a letter from O). Thus {ei+~} = O-  {ej, ei_l,...,cj_,+2} 
and consequently 7~3(ej. ) = ej+ 1 . | 
Let 72 be the subwords contributed by p to cov2(v); then we have 
Y3 = h(72) and 74 = h(73). Since O is strongly closed, for any letter a C O 
h(a) is a subword of 73 and a subword of 74. Consequently the sequence of 
letters in h(a) must "run" according to n 3 and according to n4 (see Claim 
6.10). But alph(h(a)) = O and so zr 3 = n 4. 
Let ~z=n 3=~4.  Then (because 74 =h(73)), h is (O,n)-cyclic and so 
Lemma 6.12 holds. I 
Now Theorem 4 is proved as follows. 
CLAIM 6.1 1. G is repetitive if and only if there exists a strongly closed 
6) ~ 27 and a permutation  of 0 such that h is (0, 7t)-cyelie. 
Proof of Claim 6.11. If G is repetitive then Lemma 6.12 implies that 
there exist a strongly closed O ___ Z and a permutation ~ of O such that h is 
(O, n)-cyclic. 
On the other hand if there exist a strongly closed O~Z and a 
permutation of O such that h is (O, n)-cyclic, then by Lemma 6.11, for 
each a ~ 6) and each n >~ 1, (an(a)... ~° - l (a ) )n  E sub(L(G)) and so L(G) 
is repetitive. I 
Since (obviously) it is decidable whether or not there exists a strongly 
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closed O _c X and a permutation of rc of O such that h is (O, ~r)-cyclic, Claim 
6.11 implies (a) of Theorem 2. 
Part (b) of Theorem 4 is seen as follows. 
By Lemma 6.12, if G is repetitive then there exist a strongly closed O ~_ X 
and a permutation ~r of O such that h is (O, ~r)-cyclic. Then by Lemma 6.11, 
for each a CO and each n C N+(a~r(a)~r2(a)... zre°-~(a))n E sub(L(G)). 
Consequently G is strongly repetitive. 
Thus Theorem 4 holds. | 
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